
LWW Health Library: Made Incredibly Easy!®

Nurses in need of a refresher in a specialty 
area or skill—and nursing students who need 
help grasping tough topics—have relied on 
the Made Incredibly Easy!® series for more 
than 20 years. Now, the series is available  
as an LWW Health Library, providing seamless, 
one-click access to its most popular titles,  
as well as supplemental interactive material.

Single Portal to Digital Texts 
and Resources for Nurses 
and Nursing Students 

Why LWW Health Library: Made Incredibly Easy!®? 
•	 Students can grasp difficult concepts or brush up on requirements  
 when entering a new clinical rotation

• Nurses can quickly refresh their understanding of skills and  
 key topics

• Access content from Wolters Kluwer’s award-winning Made   
 Incredibly Easy!® and Made Incredibly Visual!® series PLUS ancillary  
 content such as care plans, case studies and audio and visual  
 files—all in one place!

• Find information quickly using sophisticated semantic search 
 and user-friendly navigation 

•	 NEW!	Quizzing,	which	allows	users	to	create	custom	quizzes	 
	 organized	by	topic,	keep	track	of	responses,	and	link	to	relevant	 
 content to help with remediation

• Print and share book chapters with colleagues via email and  
 social media 

•	 Personal	accounts	allow	for	personalization	such	as	quizzing, 
 saved searches, content alerts, robust printing capability,  
 seamless off-site access, and more

•	 Content	is	optimized	for	desktop,	tablet,	and	mobile	usage

Help practitioners 
and students better 
understand challenging 
clinical concepts with 
interactive access 
and simple search 
capabilities to essential 
texts, as well as videos, 
images, nursing care 
plans, real-life case 
studies, and chapter 
games.



LWW Health Library: Made Incredibly Easy!

30 Core Titles

Additional Content, Including Digital Media 

•	 Anatomy	&	Physiology	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 Anatomy	&	Physiology	Made	
Incredibly Visual!®

•	 Assessment	Made	Incredibly	Easy!®

•	 Health	Assessment	Made	Incredibly	
Visual!®

•	 Pharmacology	Made	Incredibly	Easy!®

•	 ECG	Interpretation	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 ACLS	Review	Made	Incredibly	Easy!®

•	 Fluids	&	Electrolytes	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 Hemodynamic	Monitoring	Made	
Incredibly Visual!®

•	 Pathophysiology	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 Pathophysiology	Made	Incredibly	
Visual!®

•	 Dosage	Calculations	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 Medical-Surgical	Nursing	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 Critical	Care	Nursing	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 Cardiovascular	Care	Made	
Incredibly Visual!®

•	 Cardiovascular	Care	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 Pediatric	Nursing	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 Psychiatric	Nursing	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 Maternal-Neonatal	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 Wound	Care	Made	Incredibly	Easy!®

•	 Wound	Care	Made	Incredibly	Visual!®

•	 Emergency	Nursing	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 Charting	Made	Incredibly	Easy!®

•	 Nursing	Care	Planning	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 Fundamentals	of	Nursing	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 Respiratory	Care	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 Medical	Spanish	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 Nursing	Procedures	Made	Incredibly	
Easy!®

•	 Medical	Terminology	Made	
Incredibly Easy!®

•	 IV	Therapy	Made	Incredibly	Easy!®

•	 An integrated feed of up-to-date articles from the Nursing Made Incredibly  
Easy!® journal

•	 47	audio	and	video	files—a	Spanish-English	dictionary,	heart	and	breath	
sounds, and more!

•	 167 nursing care plans for courses and topics in Medical-Surgical Care, 
Maternal-Neonatal Care, Pediatric Care, and Psychiatric Care

•	 4 interactive case studies
•	 103 chapter games for brushing up on key nursing concepts
•	 Exclusive	OvidInsights	search	widget,	which	returns	targeted	results	and	

article previews

ASK	FOR	A	FREE	TRIAL	TODAY!
Support the content needs of students, faculty, and practicing nurses.  

Contact	your	Ovid	Representative	or	email	sales@ovid.com.

Each	volume	boasts	clean,	uncluttered	pages	with	tables,	images,	and	references	to	help	you	spot	key	information	quickly.	
Updated with new editions as soon as they’re available!

Supplemental	materials	fill	learning	gaps	and	provide	context	to	core	content:	

1117   7-H027C

Award-winning	Support	
and	Consultative	Services
•	 Ovid®’s award-winning support  
 teams help implement tools into  
 your library for the most  
	 optimized	deployment,	promotion, 
 training, configuration, and  
	 customization.

•	 24/7 support is available in  
 over 20 different languages.

The	global	Customer	Engagement	team	has	
attained best-in-class recognition through 
Omega	Management	Group’s	NorthFace	
ScoreBoard Award™ for superior customer 
satisfaction scores for the last five years running.


